“IN THE WOODS” WORKSHOP - SUPPLY LIST
Instructor:
Date:
Time:
Location:

Sylvia Naylor ( sylvia.naylor@sympatico.ca )
Saturday, November 14, 2015
9:30 am – 4 pm
Maki House, 19 Leeming Drive, Nepean

General Information:
 Please arrive 10 – 15 minutes early to set up your work station.
 Please bring a task light if you feel you need it.
 Please bring a coffee mug, unless you don't mind styrofoam cups.
 Bring your lunch. We provide tea, coffee, and muffins.
Supply List
Trees, if you have special pictures which you want to use bring those along, Sylvia has plenty of pictures.
Glue stick
Notebook or printer paper for drawing
Pencil, eraser, ruler
Paper scissors
Tracing paper only if you have some.
Fabric for the background. A fat quarter will be more than enough. I suggest one where there are some soft colour variations
either commercial or hand dyed. If you are not sure what to use bring a choice.
Fabric for tree trunks you can use some paint or crayons to give more colour if desired.
Small amount spare cotton on which to practice your free motion machine embroidery if you are not very confident working
directly on your ‘masterpiece’.
Just in case you want to touch up your appliques and background Sylvia will bring in a few crayons and paints, so do
not wear your best clothes for class!
If you happen to have a hogs hair brush about 1cm wide or slightly smaller then bring to class in case you do want to touch
up plus something to use as a palette and a pot to hold water. Sylvia will have some spare brushes for your use.
Batting, optional, suggest ‘Warm and Natural’ or you may prefer to back with one or two thicknesses of flannelette.
Scrap muslin to use as a backing for the batting, or to strengthen the work without batting, colour will not matter, about half
a metre.
Light weight, paperbacked, fusible web such as Pellon Ez-Steam**
Parchment paper to protect the ironing surface from stray bits of fusible
Sewing machine, free motion quilting foot
Machine needles 80s,90s
Scissors or Olfa cutter and mat
Optional: tear away stabilizers if you like to use when doing free motion [I do not use them]
Embroidery hoop if you like to use for finer control when doing free motion.** .
Threads, an assortment to include 100% polyester e.g. Mettler and Gutermann and some rayon or polysheen.*
Needle for hand embroidery only if you have one: ***
* Sylvia will have her trays of machine threads for you to use.
** Sylvia will have some hoops for sale, wooden ones from Europe.
*** Sylvia will have some embroidery threads for you to use.

